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BREAKING NEWS:
iPad Will Be Sold to 
Those With a 
Preexisting Condition

Stanford Admissions Rate Drops Below Zero

Bike Parking Citation Causes Student to Reevaluate Life

STANFORD, CA—Six days 
ahead of schedule, the Office 
of Undergraduate Admissions 
released the results for the 
class of 2014 applicant pool. 
With 32,022 applicants, 
Stanford admission rates have 
gotten more competitive than 
ever. Earlier today, Dean of 
Admissions Richard Shaw 
announced that the acceptance 
rate for the class of 2014 was 
-3.14%.

“Not only did Stanford not 
accept any new applicants, 
we actually had to kick out 
some of the under-qualified 
students who are already here,” 
commented Shaw. “College 
these days is tougher than ever, 

and if we want Stanford to keep 
its elite status, we can only keep 
the best.” Other top schools 
such as Harvard and Princeton 
boasted admit rates of postive 
4.2% and 2.1% respectively.

Among the students kicked 
out were the entire dorm of 

Junipero as well as the lower 
two floors of Mirrielees. “We 
will be using those residences 
to house the really good 
application essays that we get,” 
said housing manager Ron 
Grinwall.

Dane Coleman ’10 is the first 
to admit that his bike parking 
etiquette was not exactly 
commendable.  Before the 
citation, his bike could be found 
obstructing the walkways of the 
quad, locked to door handles, 
or even secured to the leg of a 
Rodin sculpture near the Cantor 
Arts Center.

But one day, that all changed.  
Last month, as Coleman 
returned to his bike, he noticed 
a small orange piece of paper 
wrapped around the body of 
his bike, informing him that 
his bike was parked in an 
obstructive manner. Although 
it is unclear how a non-
monetary warning without any 
repercussions affected Coleman 
so strongly, the parking ticket, 
which Coleman refers to as the 
“salvation citation,” sparked 
a transformation.  After the 

citation, Coleman not only 
amended his illegal parking 
habits, he also rededicated 
himself to Judaism and began 
volunteer work at a local animal 
shelter.  

“After the salvation citation,” 
Coleman explained, “my entire 
life outlook changed.  I go to 

services every week, I speak 
up in class, I even call my 
grandparents on a regular basis. 
I’ve realized the error of my 
ways.” Coleman continued, 
“Now I run five miles a day, 
donate all of my money to 
charity, and I’ve stopped 
masturbating.” (Tanabe)

Area Man Dies on 
Russian Chat Roulette

An area man logged on to 
Russian Chat Roulette the 
other day to chat with random 
Russians. Unfortunately, 
after randomly talking to 
a few Russians and thirty 
Russian dicks, he lost and 
died. He should have known 
that based on the rules of the 
website, you have an equal 
chance of getting a person, 
getting a dick, or getting shot 
in the head. (Galant)

Download the 
Stanford Flipside 

iPhone app!

Obama Signs CSPAN 
Reality Show Into Law

We’re the only Stanford 
satirical newsletter with an 
iPhone app--- Get the latest 

articles, headlines, magazine, 
and videos, and play and sub-
mit the puzzles from within 

the app!

A beautiful image of a school that tens of thousands will not be attending. 

Image of the “salvation citation.” Coleman ‘10 is a born-again man.

visit www.stanfordflipside.com for way more funny stuff!



REBUS PUZZLES NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU JUMBLE

BJI LTCRB BTPI EZG UZ RZPIBJTSF, TB’R RQTISQI. BJI RIQZSU BTPI, TB’R ISFTSIICTSF. 

BJI BJTCU BTPI TB’R AGRB XITSF H BIQJSTQTHS. - QMTLLZCU RBZMM

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to 
decode the message or quote below. HINT  R=S

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in 
circles to answer the final question.

WHERE THE 
GUITAR HERO

SAT

The Stanford Flipside

Sudoku 9x9 - Puzzle 3 of 5 - Very Hard

1 3 8

7 2 5 9

6 1

3 8 5 4

9 6

6 2 3 7

3 4

1 7 2 3

3 8 9
www.sudoku-puzzles.net

Fill in the grid so each column, 
row, and 3x3 box has the 
numbers 1 through 9.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS:   BIKER COMFY WALNUT KABOBS how to 
browse the internet, cali style SURF THE WEB

last weeks answers: LIL WAYNE, THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU, CASE 
IN POINT, EXIT STAGE LEFT or EXIT STAGE RIGHT

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: DON’T KNOCK THE WEATHER; NINE-TENTHS OF THE PEOPLE COULDN’T START A CONVERSATION IF IT DIDN’T 
CHANGE ONCE IN A WHILE. - KIN HUBBARD 

SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized. 

Remember, these are all jokes. To contact us, email flipside@stanford.edu. For more 
information and more content, visit stanfordflipside.com. 

 CIPAN

 CHAVO

 KISING

 RETRIW

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: just solve the rebus puzzle and jumble and email your answers to 
flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!  

Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Katherine Chen
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QUOTE: “Keep your government hands out of my Congress!” - South Carolina resident, on protecting his democracy

Level: Fire!

The number of Republicans who oppose health care, 
which is distinct from 46, the number of Republicans 
who oppose the health care legistilation, which is dis-

tinct from 112, which is the number of Republicans who 
oppose anything that Obama has every said or may pos-
sibly say in the future regarding or maybe not regarding 

heath care.
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